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ANNE FRANK CENTER ADDITION 

 

The Anne Frank Center USA is pleased to announce the appointment of Doyle Stevick as its new Executive 
Director effective August 1, 2020. 
 
Originally from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and now based in Columbia, South Carolina, Professor Stevick 
brings extensive experience and dedication as an internationally-recognized scholar. Since 2013 he has 
directed the university-based Anne Frank Partnership, following his 2012 service as a Visiting Scholar at the 
Anne Frank House in Amsterdam. His commitment to social justice and education as a counter to racial 
discrimination has inspired his voluntary service bringing Anne Frank educational exhibits to schools 
throughout South Carolina for the past eight years. His new role with the Anne Frank Center is a natural next 
step. 
 
"We look forward to working with Professor Stevick to continue our impact in communities throughout the 
United States," said Peter Rapaport, chairman of the board of directors for the Anne Frank Center. 
 
With more than a dozen articles and four edited books in Holocaust education research, Dr. Stevick has 
completed two Fulbright fellowships in Estonia and helped to establish post-secondary international 
education programs. He holds a PhD in History, Philosophy, and Education Policy and an MA in Classical 
Studies from Indiana University, and MA in History and undergraduate degrees from Penn State University. 
 
About the Anne Frank Center: 
The Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect honors Anne Frank's legacy and the continuing relevance of her 
diary. Central to its mission, the AFC offers educational programs, traveling exhibits, performances, and 
annual scholarships to bring her message to new generations and honor those inspired to humanitarian 
action through her words. The Anne Frank Center promotes education to combat intolerance, defend 
human rights, and remember those lost through senseless tragedy and to inspire every generation to build a 
world based on mutual respect. 
 

For more information, please contact welcome@annefrank.com. 
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